Security Division

Security Platform
Chair: Marc Beaulieu, Via Rail, Canada
Vice-Chair: Piotr Kurcz, PKP, Poland

UIC: Head of Division – Jacques Colliard

Administration, dissemination, communication
and European research projects
UIC: Marie-Hélène Bonneau

- Security Hub – UIC: Bruno De Rosa
- BODEGA eu project – UIC: Virginie Papillault
- CYRAIL eu Project – UIC: MH Bonneau
- SAFER-LC eu project – UIC: MH Bonneau
- H2020 proposals – UIC: Grigore Havarneanu

Animation of the cooperation
UIC: Jacques Colliard

- WG Human Factor – chaired by RZD – UIC: Virginie Papillault
- WG Strategy chaired by SNCB – UIC: Jacques Colliard
- WG Technology chaired by SZDC – UIC: MH Bonneau
- WG BIRC chaired by PKP PLK – UIC: Jacques Colliard
- WG SIA chaired by DB AG – UIC: Kathrin Faber
- Network of quick responders – UIC: Kathrin Faber
- European and international partnerships – UIC: Jacques Colliard

UIC Special group COLPOFER
Chair: Franco Fiumara
General Secretary: Maria-Cristina Fiorentino (FS Group)

Annual events
- June Security Week
- Terrorism
- security awareness day,
- …
- Global Security Congress
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